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Hansel and Gretel

Vierte Scene.
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Re-deemed and free for all eternity.

move my arms, and my legs and maybe I'll awake!

Oh move me too, relieve my pain, perhaps my eyes will see again!

Have thanks for all our lives!

The witch's curse has been dispersed; we'll sing and we'll spring, for now all has been reversed! Come children fine, we'll form a line, and we'll all join hands in joy divine!
Now sing and dance, now dance and sing! Now we can celebrate

Now sing and dance, now dance and sing, we'll eat the cakes and every thing! Now we can celebrate

Now we can celebrate through out the land you both complete our happy band!

Have thanks!

Praise and thanks!

Have praise and thanks for this great sight, we feel such delight!

Have praise and thanks for this great sight, for this sight, we feel such delight!

For this great sight, we will laugh with might!

Have thanks our whole life long!
Have thanks our whole life long!

Have praise and thanks Have praise and thanks Have thanks for all our lives! Have praise and thanks for this great sight

This sight gives us delight delight! delight!

feel delight, a great delight!
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Letzte Scene.

Hey! Children you have made the switch Seems that we be-witched the witch.
Now she's charred, crisp and hard, nothing but a cake made of lard!

When we pray to heav'n above, God of all will send his love!